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This paper addresses a fundamental discrepancy between the suspension balance model and other

two-phase flow formulations. The former was proposed to capture the shear-induced migration of

particles in Stokesian suspensions, and hinges on the presence of a particle phase stress to drive

particle migration. This stress is taken to be the “particle stress,” defined as the particle contribution

to the suspension stress. On the other hand, the two-phase flow equations derived in several studies

show only a force acting on the particle phase, but no stress. We show that the identification of the

particle phase stress with the particle contribution to the suspension stress in the suspension balance

model is incorrect, but there exists a well-defined particle phase stress. Following the rigorous

method of volume averaging, we show that the force on the particle phase may be written as the sum

of an interphase drag and the divergence of the particle phase stress. We derive exact

micromechanical relations for these quantities. We also comment on the interpretations and results

of previous studies that are based on the identification of the particle phase stress with the particle

contribution to the suspension stress. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.

�doi:10.1063/1.3570921�

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past three decades, several attempts have been

made to explain the phenomenon of shear-induced migration

of particles in Stokesian suspensions using continuum me-

chanical models. The term “Stokesian suspension” refers to a

suspension for which Rep��u0a /��1 and Pe

�6��a2u0 / �kT��1, where Rep is the Reynolds number

based on the particle size a, and Pe is the Péclet number.

Here, � and � are the density and viscosity, respectively, of

the fluid, u0 is a characteristic velocity of the particles, k is

the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in the ab-

solute scale. Of the proposed theories, the most frequently

used and quoted in the literature are the diffusive flux model

proposed by Leighton and Acrivos,
1

and the suspension bal-

ance model proposed by Nott and Brady.
2

Both models

supplement the equations of motion for the suspension with

equations that describe the motion of the particles. The dif-

fusive flux model is purely kinematic, in the sense that the

flux of the particles in the suspension is described in terms of

the gradients of the particle concentration and the strain rate.

The suspension balance model attempts to relate the rheol-

ogy of the suspension with the migration flux of the particles.

Nott and Brady
2

showed that the diffusive flux model can be

recovered from the suspension balance model, thereby show-

ing that the two models share the same physical origin. This

paper addresses the suspension balance model �hereafter re-

ferred to as the SBM�, but insofar as the two models are

connected, its conclusions do have a bearing on the diffusive

flux model.

The SBM captures shear-induced migration by treating

the particles as a separate phase: the equations that determine

the flux of particles with respect to the suspension are the

volume-averaged balances of mass and momentum for the

particle phase. It is argued that the shear-induced drift veloc-

ity of the particles �i.e., velocity orthogonal to the suspension

velocity� is driven by the divergence of the particle phase

stress ���p. Thus, the particle phase stress is a crucial ele-

ment of the SBM. Nott and Brady
2

equated the particle phase

stress to the “particle stress” ��p�, which was introduced by

Batchelor
3

to denote the particle contribution to the suspen-

sion stress. For a uniformly sheared Stokesian suspension

Batchelor
3

showed that the hydrodynamic part of the ��p�

equals n�S̄h�, where n is the number density of particles, S̄h is

the stresslet �a moniker he introduced for the symmetric part

of the first moment of the fluid traction on the particle sur-

face�, and the angle brackets denote an average over all par-

ticles.

On the other hand, equations of motion for general two-

phase flows have been derived by many workers
4–8

. Jackson
6

gives a lucid account of the volume averaging approach,

based on the earlier work of Anderson and Jackson,
9

and

accounts of the ensemble averaging approach may be found

in Buyevich and Shchelchkova
4

and Zhang and Prosperetti.
7

Not surprisingly, both approaches yield the same forms of

the equations of motion; their result for Stokesian suspen-

sions that is most relevant to the present paper is that the

effect of the fluid is only felt as an average hydrodynamic

force on the particles—there is no hydrodynamic contribu-

tion to the particle phase stress. This force has traditionally

been assumed to be the interphase drag, proportional to the

difference in velocity between the two phases. Thus, the

equation of the hydrodynamic parts of ���p and ��p� in the

SBM is incorrect. This seemingly poses a dilemma: if there

is no particle phase stress, how can shear-induced migration

be explained?

The above discrepancy between the suspension balance
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model and the other two-phase flow approaches was recently

pointed out by Lhuillier.
10

To resolve the above dilemma, he

proposed that the average force on the particles is not simply

the interphase drag, but has an additional part that drives

shear-induced and “stress-induced” migration. Lhuillier
10

gave a phenomenological expression for the “extra force,”

and identified a part of it as being the Faxen contribution to

the force on a particle that arises from gradients in the ve-

locity field.

In this paper, we reaffirm the statement of Lhuillier
10

that the hydrodynamic part of ��p� �henceforth represented as

�h�p�, for brevity� does not find a place in the particle phase

momentum balance, and therefore cannot be responsible for

driving particle migration. However, we show that there is a

well-defined hydrodynamic contribution to the particle phase

stress, and argue that it is this that drives particle migration.

By following the rigorous volume averaging approach,
6,9

we

show that the hydrodynamic force on the particle phase

n�f h�p may be written as the sum of a force and the diver-

gence of a stress. We identify the former as the interphase

drag n�f h�drag, and the latter as the hydrodynamic part of the

particle phase stress n��h�p. This partitioning of �f h�p is

unique, and is analogous to the derivation of the stress due to

nonhydrodynamic forces, such as the forces due to contact,

electrostatics etc. Needless to say, the total particle phase

stress n���p is the sum of the hydrodynamic and nonhydro-

dynamic parts. Thus, though the identification of n��h�p with

�h�p� is incorrect, the form of the equations of motion in the

SBM is correct. This perhaps explains the success of the

SBM in explaining shear-induced particle migration in sev-

eral flows. We provide exact micromechanical expressions

for the interphase drag and the particle phase stress. We show

that ��h�p is caused solely by hydrodynamic interactions, in

conformity with the widely accepted view that particle mi-

gration is a result of many-body hydrodynamic interactions.

As an aside, we note that most two-phase flow theories use

closure models wherein the volume-averaged stress in each

phase depends on the volume-averaged kinematic variables

of that phase alone—our expressions for the volume-

averaged stresses show that such an assumption is not gen-

erally valid.

Several previous studies
11–16

have attempted to deter-

mine parts of the particle phase stress by experiment, simu-

lation, or analysis, by equating ��h�p with �h�p�. In view of

our result, their results and interpretations are at least partly

in error. Jeffrey et al.
11

determined the isotropic part of the

stresslet Sh on a pair of particles, with the intention of cal-

culating the particle phase pressure �p�p using the relation

�p�p = − Tr��h�p�� . �1�

The right-hand side of Eq. �1� is a well-defined quantity, and

has been interpreted as the non-equilibrium osmotic pressure

of the suspension;
17

however, it is not the particle phase pres-

sure, as this paper demonstrates. Singh and Nott
13

and Sierou

and Brady
15

attempted to determine �p�p in simple shear flow

by Stokesian dynamics simulations, the former by determin-

ing the force on the confining walls, and the latter using Eq.

�1�—what they actually measured is a part of the suspension

pressure. Indeed, Singh and Nott
16

realized that they could

not determine the particle phase pressure from rheological

measurements of the suspension. The normal stress differ-

ences measured by simulation
13,15

and experiment
14,16

are

useful viscometric properties of the suspension. Nott and

Brady
2

saw the possibility of normal stress differences of the

particle phase modulating particle migration in curvilinear

flows, which was shown more clearly by Morris and

Boulay
18

using proposed functional forms for the normal

stress differences. However, the normal stress differences of

the particle phase are not the same as that of the suspension.

The numerous studies
19–27

that have used and extended the

SBM have retained the error of equating ��h�p with �h�p�.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In §II, we write

down the equations of motion of the suspension and the par-

ticle phase. The volume averaging approach used to derive

these equations has been described at length in earlier

studies,
5,6,9

but we repeat it here for the sake of complete-

ness. We largely follow the approach of Jackson,
6

but deviate

in some ways to make contact with the studies of Batchelor
3

and Nott and Brady.
2

Neglecting inertial effects, we arrive at

momentum balances for the solid and fluid phases, and for

the entire suspension—the complete balances, with the ef-

fects of particle and fluid inertia included, are given in Ap-

pendix A. In the momentum balance for the solid phase, we

find that a part of the volume-averaged stress ����s cancels

with a part of the traction at the particle-fluid interfaces –

what remains is the particle-averaged net force on the par-

ticles �f�p. The force �f�p has parts due to the hydrodynamic

and contact traction on the surface of the particles, which we

call �f h�p and �f c�p, respectively. By suitable simplification,

we show that the solid phase momentum balance reduces to

the particle phase momentum balance, defined first by

Anderson and Jackson.
9

The main advance of this paper is in

§III, where we show that the hydrodynamic force on the

particle phase �f h�p may be written as the sum of a interphase

drag force �f h�drag, and the divergence of a particle phase

stress ��h�p. We derive exact micromechanical relations for

�f h�drag and ��h�p, neither of which involve the stresslet; in-

deed, we show that the stresslet contributes only to the

stresses of the fluid phase and the suspension. Thus, the hy-

drodynamic parts of the particle phase stress ���p and the

“particle stress” ��p� are not directly related. We also com-

ment on the Brownian contribution to the particle and fluid

phase stresses. We note that though our main interest in this

paper is on Stokesian suspensions, our procedure for the de-

termination of the volume-averaged solid/particle and fluid

phases holds for all suspensions of rigid particles in a New-

tonian fluid. We end by summarizing the main results of this

paper in §V, where we also give plausible reasons for the

success of the suspension balance model in predicting par-

ticle migration �despite the aforementioned error�, and com-

ment on ways to extract closure relations for the particle

phase stress.

II. VOLUME-AVERAGED EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We consider a suspension of rigid spherical particles of

radius a in a Newtonian fluid, and take the densities �p and �f
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of the particles and fluid, respectively, to be constants. The

particles and fluid occupy the volumes Vp and Vf, respec-

tively, the boundaries of which change with time due to the

motion of the particles. As in earlier studies,
5

we define the

phase indicator function �

��y� = 	1 if y � Vp

0 if y � Vf 
 �2�

where y is the vector of spatial coordinates in the laboratory

reference frame. Assuming no exchange of mass between the

fluid and particles, � has the properties
5

D�

Dt
= 0, �3�

�y� = − n	�y − ys� , �4�

where 	�y� is the Dirac delta function, ys are points on the

surface of the particles, n the unit outward normal at ys, and

D /Dt�� /�t+u ·�y is the material derivative.

To define volume-averaged properties and develop the

equations governing them, we follow Anderson and Jackson
9

in introducing a smoothing �or weighting� function g�x ,y�
which has the property

� g�x,y� dV = 1 �5�

at every point x, where the integration is over the entire

volume V�Vf+Vp over the space y. Here and hereafter, we

denote by y the spatial domain of the original �unaveraged�
variables, and by x the spatial domain of the averaged vari-

ables.

We choose a smoothing function whose form depends

only on r�y−x, the simplest of which is the isotropic form

g��r��. Consequently, we have the relation
6,9

�xg = − �yg , �6�

where the subscripts indicate the variable with respect to

which the gradient is taken; this identity is of considerable

utility while deriving the volume-averaged equations of mo-

tion. For ease of notation, we shall henceforth represent �y

as �̂, and �x as �. Finally, we require g and all its gradients

to be well-defined, and

g → 0 as �r� → 
 �7�

so that the volume average of a property at x is a reflection of

its values only in the vicinity of x. This statement can be

formalized by defining the radius � of g as,
6,9

1/2 = �
�r���

g�x,y� dV . �8�

The validity of the volume-averaged equations hinges on the

separation of scales

a � � � L �9�

where L is the length scale of macroscopic spatial gradients.

When such a separation of scales exists, the volume-

averaged properties do not depend strongly on the exact form

of the smoothing function.
6,9

For some particular cases, such

as time-independent flows, the condition a�� may be re-

laxed by averaging over a sufficiently long period of time;

this procedure is adopted routinely in particle dynamics

simulations, where computational constraints place restric-

tions on the system size.

The volume average ��� of a microscopically varying

property ��y� over the entire suspension �particles and fluid�
at a point x is defined as

����x� =� ��y�g�x,y� dV . �10�

From �8�, it is clear that ��� reflects the average of � in a

sphere of radius � centered at x. It then follows that the

particle volume fraction � is given by

��x� =� ��y�g�x,y� dV . �11�

Volume averages over the particles and the fluid are referred

to as the solid phase and fluid phase averages, respectively.
6,9

The solid phase and fluid phase averages of � are defined as

��x����s�x� =� ��y���y�g�x,y� dV , �12�

�1 − ��x�����f�x� =� �1 − ��y����y�g�x,y� dV . �13�

It is evident that the suspension average is related to the solid

and fluid phase averages as

��� = ����s + �1 − �����f. �14�

Another average that we will find useful is the particle

phase average,
6,9

defined as

n�x����p = �
i

�igi �15�

where �i���yi� and gi�g�x ,yi�, yi is the center of particle i,

and the sum is over all particles in the entire volume V. For

nonspherical particles, yi is the center of volume, defined as

v
pyi=�Vi

y dV, where v
p is the particle volume. It is evident

from Eqs. �12� and �15� that ���p is equal to ���s when � is

defined only at the particle centers, i.e., �=�i v
p	�y−yi�

within particle i.

The volume-averaged equations of motion are deter-

mined by volume averaging the pointwise balances of mass

and momentum,

�̂ · u = 0 �16�

�
D̂u

D̂t
= �̂ · � + b , �17�

which apply at every point y in both the phases. For the rest

of this section, we shall assume that particle and fluid inertia

are negligibly small; this is primarily for ease of exposition,

but it is indeed the case in Stokesian suspensions. As noted

in §I, the main purpose of this paper is to derive expressions

for the hydrodynamic part of the particle phase stress and the
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interphase drag, neither of which are affected by inertia. We

shall therefore replace Eq. �17� by

0 = �̂ · � + b . �18�

to derive the volume-averaged momentum balances. The full

momentum balances including inertia are provided in Appen-

dix A. We ignore the balance of energy, under the assump-

tion that changes in the temperature are not significant

enough to alter the properties of the fluid and particles.

We first obtain the solid phase mass balance by multi-

plying Eq. �16� by �g �here and hereafter, we have dropped

the arguments of � and g for the sake of compactness� and

integrating over the entire volume,

� ��̂ · u��g dV = 0, �19�

which may be written as

� �̂ · �u�g� dV −� gu · �̂� dV −� �u · �̂g dV = 0.

�20�

By the application of the divergence theorem, the first inte-

gral on the left- hand side reduces to an integral over the

surface S that bounds the volume V, which in turn vanishes

as a result of Eq. �7�, provided the distance between the

nearest point on the boundary and x is sufficiently large.

Using Eqs. �6� and �3�, and the fact that all the factors in the

integrand of the third term except g are not functions of x,

Eq. �20� transforms to

��

�t
+ � · ���u�s� = 0. �21�

As already stated, � is the gradient operator with respect to

x. Similarly, multiplying Eq. �16� by �1−��g and integrating

over the entire volume, we obtain the fluid phase mass bal-

ance

��1 − ��
�t

+ � · ��1 − ���u�f� = 0. �22�

Summing Eqs. �21� and �22� and using Eq. �14�, we get the

mass balance for the suspension,

� · �u� = 0. �23�

Thus the suspension is incompressible, as the fluid and par-

ticles are individually incompressible. This does not, of

course, mean that the suspension density ���=��p+ �1
−���f is constant; an equation for the suspension density is

readily obtained by taking the sum of �p times Eq. �21� and

�f times Eq. �22�, yielding

����
�t

+ � · �����u�m� = 0, �24�

where �u�m is the mass-averaged suspension velocity, defined

by

����u�m = ��p�u�s + �1 − ���f�u�f. �25�

From the above discussion, it is clear that volume-

averaged equations may be written for either the solid and

fluid phases, or for the entire suspension and one of the

phases—the two sets are entirely equivalent, and which to

use is a matter of convenience.
6

Previous studies on suspen-

sion mechanics have tended to write balances for the suspen-

sion and the particle phase, and we too follow this conven-

tion. However, we also derive the fluid phase momentum

balance, in order to illustrate the nature of the stress in each

phase. �The relation between the momentum balances of the

particle and solid phases will be revealed soon.�
The momentum balances of the suspension and the two

phases �in the absence of inertia� are obtained by suitable

averaging of Eq. �18�. Multiplying it by g and integrating

over the entire volume, we obtain the suspension momentum

balance

0 =� g�̂ · � dV +� gb dV , �26�

which may be written as

0 =� �̂ · �g�� dV −� �̂g · � dV +� gb dV . �27�

The first integral vanishes on application of the divergence

theorem and using Eq. �7�. Using Eq. �6�, we can then reduce

Eq. �27� to the form

0 = � ·� g� dV + �b� . �28�

The integral in Eq. �28� is the suspension stress ���. To

derive an expression for ���, we split the integral in Eq. �28�
into integrals over the solid and fluid regions. We then obtain

0 = � ·� �1 − ��g� dV + � ·� �g� dV + �b�

= � · ��1 − �����f + ����s� + �b� . �29�

We now determine expressions for the volume-averaged

stress in the fluid and solid phases. If the fluid is Newtonian,

���f is given by

�1 − �����f = �
Vf

�− pI + 2�e� dV

= − �1 − ���p�fI + �
V

2�e dV

= − �1 − ���p�fI + 2� �e� , �30�

where we have used the fact that the strain rate within the

rigid particles vanishes. The rigidity of each particle also

allows the stress within it to be written in terms of the sur-

face traction and the body and inertial forces. To take advan-

tage of this, we first expand g within particle i in a Taylor

series about its center yi,
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g�x,y� = g�x,yi� + y� · �̂g�x,y��yi
+

1

2!
y�y�:�̂�̂g�x,y��yi

+ ¯ �31�

where y��y−yi. We remind the reader that gi�g�x ,yi� is the

weighting function at the center of particle i. Using the above

expansion and Eq. �6�, ���s may be expressed as

����s = �
i

gi�
Vi

� dV − � · �
i

gi�
Vi

y�� dV + ¯ .

�32�

We are now left with integrals of the stress and its moments

over the volumes of the particle. These may be transformed

to surface moments of the traction and volume moments of

the body and inertia forces. As an example, consider the first

term on the right-hand side of Eq. �32�; this can be trans-

formed using the identity

� = ��̂ · ��y���T − y��̂ · � , �33�

a device employed by Batchelor.
3

Using the divergence theo-

rem for the integral of the first term, and substituting for

�̂ ·� from Eq. �18� in the second, we have

�
i

gi�
Vi

� dV = �
i

gi�
Si

y�n · � dS + �
i

gi�
Vi

y�b dV ,

�34�

Such a transformation exists for every term in the series in

Eq. �32�, and is given by Eq. �B5� in Appendix B. Substitut-

ing Eq. �34� and the similarly simplified forms of the higher-

order terms in Eq. �32�, we get

����s = �
i

gi Si −
1

2
� · �

i

gi Qi + ¯

+ �
i

gi�
Vi

y�b dV −
1

2
� · �

i

gi�
Vi

y�y�b dV + ¯ ,

�35�

were we have denoted the moments of the surface traction on

particle i as

fi = �
Si

n · � dS, Si = �
Si

y�n · � dS ,

Qi = �
Si

y�y�n · � dS, ¯ . �36�

In Eq. �35�, the terms in the first line arise from the moments

of the surface traction, namely the first term on the right-

hand-side of Eq. �34� and the first term in Eq. �B5�; the

subsequent terms arise from the volume moments of the

body forces, namely the second term on the right-hand-side

of Eq. �34� and the second term in Eq. �B5�. The zeroth

moment of the surface traction is the monopole fi, or force

on the particle, the first moment Si is the dipole, the second

moment Qi is the quadrupole, and so on. Surface traction is

due to hydrodynamic forces exerted by the fluid, and the

forces due to particle contact. Hence we may write the mo-

ments as

fi = fi
h + fi

c, Si = Si
h + Si

c, Qi = Qi
h + Qi

c, ¯ , �37�

the superscripts h and c indicating the parts arising from

hydrodynamic and contact traction, respectively.

A slight simplification of Eq. �35� may be effected by

writing the body force density in particle i as the sum of its

mean bi and a deviation b�. Using the equations of linear and

angular momentum for the particle

0 = fi + biv
p, 0 = − :�

Si

y��n · �� dS + �i, �38�

where �i is the external torque on particle i and  is the

alternating tensor, and the identities �y� dV=0

and�Vi
y�y�� dV= �1 /5��p

v
pa2I �vp being is the particle vol-

ume as defined earlier�, the expression for the solid phase

stress tensor becomes

����s = �
i

gi�S̄i −
1

2
 · �i + �

Vi

y�b� dV�
−

1

2
� · �

i

gi�Qi −
1

5
v

pa2Ifi + �
Vi

y�y�b� dV�
+ ¯ . �39�

Here S̄i� � 1

2
��Si+Si

T� is the symmetric part of the dipole,

usually called the stresslet.

Substituting Eq. �30� in Eq. �29�, the momentum balance

for the suspension takes the form

0 = �b� − ���1 − ���p�f� + 2� � · �e� + � · �����s� , �40�

with ���s given by Eq. �39�. Thus, the “particle stress” ��p�,

introduced by Batchelor
3

as the particle contribution to the

suspension stress, is nothing but ����s; when intertial effects

are included, there is an additional contribution to ��p� in the

form of the Reynolds’s stress �see Appendix A�. Apart from

the inertial terms, the above expression for ����s differs in

one significant way from Batchelor’s expression for ��p�:

Batchelor restricted attention to a uniform stress state,

whence his expression for ��p� does not contain the higher-

order terms that involve gradients, but we do not make this

restriction. The importance of the higher-order terms grows

as the state of the suspension becomes increasingly nonuni-

form. Thus, the relation ��p�=n�S�p, which has been used in

many studies as a general expression for the stress in a

Stokesian suspension, is actually only the first term in a gra-

dient expansion.

Next, we determine the momentum balance for the solid

phase by multiplying Eq. �18� by �g and integrating over the

entire volume. Using Eqs. �3�, �4�, and �16�, and employing

the same manipulations as in Eq. �27�, we get

0 = � · �����s� + �
i

�
Si

n · �g dS + ��b�s. �41�

The second term on the right-hand side is clearly the

volume-averaged traction on the particle surfaces. To evalu-
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ate the integral, we substitute the Taylor expansion for g

from Eq. �31�; the result is

�
i

�
Si

n · �g dS = �
i

gi fi − � · ��
i

gi Si

−
1

2
� · �

i

gi Qi + ¯� �42�

On substituting in Eq. �41� the expansions for � · �����s�
from Eq. �35� and �i�Si

n ·�g dS from Eq. �42�, it is imme-

diately clear that all the terms in the latter, except the first,

are cancelled by the terms in the first line of the former. With

the cancellations, the solid phase momentum balance reduces

to

0 = ��b�s + �
i

gi fi + � · ��
i

gi�
Vi

y�b dV

−
1

2
� · �

i

gi�
Vi

y�y�b dV + ¯� �43�

Nott and Brady
2

erred in assuming that the volume-averaged

traction is the particle-averaged force, i.e., the first term in

Eq. �42�; as a result, they did not realize the cancellation of

terms mentioned above, and retained � · �����s� in Eq. �43�.
Though Eq. �43� is adequate, it can be simplified consid-

erably in the following way. As noted earlier, the terms

within the square brackets are volume moments about the

particle centers of b, starting from the first moment. The

volume-averaged body force ��b�s may also be written as

the sum of moments, by replacing g with its Taylor expan-

sion �Eq. �31��. It is immediately apparent that all moments,

except the zeroth, cancel exactly with the terms in the square

brackets, yielding

0 = v
p�

i

gi bi + �
i

gi fi �44�

It is useful to decompose the net body force on each particle

v
pbi into an external force v

pbi
ext �such as gravity� and an

“action at a distance” interparticle force fi
ip. This reduces Eq.

�44� to

0 = v
p�

i

gi bi
ext + �

i

gi �fi + fi
ip� . �45�

Both the terms in this equation are particle phase averages

�defined in Eq. �15��, whence it may be written as

0 = nv
p�bext�p + n�f�p, �46�

where �f�p��f h�p+ �f c�p+ �f ip�p is the net force on the par-

ticle phase due to hydrodynamic and contact traction forces,

and the action at a distance interparticle force. This is the

momentum balance for the particle phase in the absence of

inertia. Jackson
6

and Prosperetti
8

indicated that the solid

phase and particle phase momentum balances are equal up to

O�a2
/L2�—we have shown above that the equality is exact.

The latter is simply another form of the former. The utility of

Eq. �46�, apart from its simpler and more compact form, is

that particle phase averages are accessed much more easily

in experiments and particle dynamics simulations.

Anderson and Jackson
9

and Jackson
6

derived Eq. �46� in

a simpler and more direct manner, by multiplying the first of

Eq. �38� by gi and summing over all i. Our motivation for

arriving at the particle phase momentum balance via the

solid phase momentum balance is to show that they are just

different forms of the same balance, and that the stresslet is

absent in both. This contradicts the assumption of Nott and

Brady
2

and the ensuing studies that used or extended the

SBM,
19–24

that the particle phase stress derives from the

stresslet.

Equation �46� poses a dilemma: if there is no term of

hydrodynamic origin that has the form of the divergence of a

stress, how is particle migration to be accounted? �Recall

from §I that particle migration is driven by the divergence of

�h�p� in the suspension balance model.� This question is an-

swered in the following section, where we show that force on

the particle phase, n�f�p, can be written as the sum of an

interphase drag n�f h�drag and the divergence of a particle

phase stress n���p. We argue that the latter provides the driv-

ing force for migration at lowest order in the gradients.

From the definition of the volume averages, it is obvious

that the momentum balance for the fluid phase is the differ-

ence between the momentum balances for the suspension

�Eq. �40�� and the solid phase �Eq. �43��. Thus, any two of

these balances suffice to describe the two-phase system, as

noted earlier. Nevertheless, it is useful to study the momen-

tum balance for the fluid phase. Multiplying Eq. �18� by

�1−��g and integrating over the entire volume, we get

0 = � · ��1 − �����f� − �
i

�
Si

n · �fg dS + �1 − ���b�f.

�47�

Note that the surface integral in Eq. �47� represents the vol-

ume average of only the fluid traction on the particle

surfaces—the contact traction is not present, unlike in the

particle phase momentum balance Eq. �41�. Substituting Eqs.

�30� and �42� in Eq. �47� yields

0 = �1 − ���b�f − n�f h�p − ���1 − ���p�f� + 2� � · �e�

+ � · �n�Sh�p −
1

2 � · �n�Qh�p� + ¯� . �48�

The quantity within the square brackets is �h�p�, the hydro-

dynamic part of the “particle stress” ��p� �see Eq. �35��. The

hydrodynamic force on the particle phase n�f h�p appears here

too, but with sign opposite to that in Eq. �46�, in accord with

Newton’s third law. Using the decomposition of n�f h�p de-

rived in §IIIB, we see that the net stress in the fluid phase

momentum balance is �1−�����f+�h�p�−n��h�p.

At this point, a few comments on the volume-averaged

equations of motion are in order. We have derived the equa-

tions by a formal averaging process, with the only assump-

tion that the particles are spherical and rigid. The assumption

of spherical particles too may be relaxed if the center of each

particle identified as its center of volume. The volume-

averaged stress in the fluid phase, �1−�����f, is purely New-

tonian if the fluid is Newtonian �see Eq. �30��, and the

volume-averaged stress in the solid phase ����s is in essence

the “particle stress” introduced by Batchelor
3 �see Eqs. �40�
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and �41��. However, the net stresses appearing in the bal-

ances of momentum for the two phases are not �1−�����f

and ����s, respectively. This is because the volume- aver-

aged traction at the surfaces of the particles is the sum of a

particle-averaged force and the divergence of a stress, as

shown in Eq. �42�. In the solid phase, this extra stress cancels

with a part of ����s, leaving behind only the particle-

averaged force, as shown in Eq. �46�. In the fluid phase, this

extra stress contributes the quantity �h�p� to the net stress, as

shown in Eq. �48�. Further, the following section shows that

the particle-averaged force can be decomposed to the sum of

an interphase drag and the divergence of a stress. Indeed,

exact calculations
6,7

for dilute suspensions of Stokesian par-

ticles show the effective viscosity of the fluid phase to be

enhanced by the familiar Einstein correction. Similarly,

analysis of the flow through dilute random array of spheres

yields the Brinkman equation for the fluid-phase, with an

effective viscosity exceeding that of the pure fluid.
28

III. PARTICLE PHASE STRESS AND INTERPHASE
DRAG IN A STOKESIAN SUSPENSION

We shall now demonstrate that the force on the particle

phase n�f�p may be written as the sum of the interphase drag

and the divergence of a stress. This is easier to appreciate if

we first consider the average of a pairwise additive interpar-

ticle force, such as the contact force, the result for which is

already known. This result then leads naturally to the relation

for the average hydrodynamic force.

A. Stress due to nonhydrodynamic interparticle
forces

We first consider the average contact force �f c�p. Assum-

ing that these forces are pairwise additive, and denoting the

force on particle i due to particle j �i� j� as fij
c, we have

n�f c�p = �
i

gi�
j�i

fij
c , �49�

which may be written as
6

n�f c�p = �
i

�
j�i

gi fij
c − �

i

�
j�i

gij
c fij

c �50�

because the second double sum vanishes identically as a con-

sequence of Newton’s third law, fij
c =−f ji

c. Here we have used

the notation gij
c �g�x ,yij

c �, where yij
c is the point of contact of

particles i and j. We expand gij
c in a Taylor series about gi,

gij
c = gi + �yij

c − yi� · �̂g�x,y��yi

+
1

2 �yij
c − yi��yij

c − yi�:�̂�̂g�x,y��yi
+ ¯ , �51�

and substitute in Eq. �50�. Using Eq. �6�, we finally get

n�f c�p = � · �n��c�p� , �52�

where

n��c�p = �
i

gi�
j�i

�yij
c − yi�fij

c

−
1

2
� · �

i

gi�
j�i

�yij
c − yi��yij

c − yi�fij
c + ¯

= �
i

gi Si
c −

1

2
� · �

i

gi Qi
c + ¯ . �53�

The latter equality follows from the definition of the mo-

ments Eq. �36� for forces acting at discrete points on the

particle surface. Thus, the volume-averaged contact force

can be written as the divergence of a stress. The first term in

Eq. �53� is widely used to determine the contact stress in

discrete element simulations of granular materials. As in the

case of ��p�, the higher-order terms gain importance as the

spatial non-uniformity of he stress increases.

The volume average of any action at a distance interpar-

ticle force f ip that is pairwise additive, such as the electro-

static force, may also be determined in the same manner.

Unlike the contact force, there is no specific point of action,

but the procedure used above requires only an intermediate

point yij
m��yi+ �1−��y j, such that gij

m=g ji
m. By our assump-

tion that g�x ,y� depends only on the difference y−x, the

above constraint implies yij
m=y ji

m, and hence �=1 /2. Thus,

the midpoint yij
m��1 /2��yi+y j� between the centers of the

pair of particles assumes the role of the point of contact for

forces that act at a distance. Proceeding in the same manner

as above, but with yij
m replacing yij

c it follows immediately

that

n�f ip�p = � · �n��ip�p� , �54�

where

n��ip�p = �
i

gi�
j�i

�yij
m − yi�fij

ip

−
1

2
� · �

i

gi �
j�i

�yij
m − yi��yij

m − yi�fij
ip + ¯

= �
i

gi Si
ip −

1

2
� · �

i

gi Qi
ip + ¯ . �55�

If the inter-particle forces are not pairwise additive, but if the

sum of the forces on all the particles is zero, it is easily

shown
29

that the stress ��ip�p may be written as

n��ip�p = − �
i

��yi − y0�gi

−
1

2
� · �yi − y0��yi − y0�gi + ¯�fi, �56�

where y0 is an arbitrary reference point; the most convenient

choice would be y0=x. If the stress is spatially uniform, this

reduces to the familiar form −��y−y0�f�p.
27,29
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B. Stress and interphase drag due to hydrodynamic
forces

Until this point, our analysis made no restrictions on the

particle Reynolds number Rep. Though the effects of particle

and fluid inertia in were neglected in §II, it was only for ease

of exposition; the full momentum balances given in Appen-

dix A include the inertial contributions. However, we shall

now restrict attention to vanishingly small fluid inertia, or

Rep�1—we comment in §IV on how the procedure may be

generalized to arbitrary Rep.

The treatment of �f h�p is similar to that of �f ip�p, but it

must take account of the difference that the hydrodynamic

forces are neither pairwise additive nor does their sum over

all particles vanish. Nevertheless, we may make analytical

progress by recognizing that the linearity of Stokes equations

allows the force on particle i to be expressed as
30,31

fi
h = �

j

�Rij
FU · �u j − �u� j� + Rij

F� · �� j − ��� j� + Rij
FE:�− �e� j�

+ ¯� �57�

where u j and � j are the velocity and angular velocity of

particle j, and �u� j, ��� j and �e� j are the velocity, half the

vorticity, and the strain rate of the suspension at x=y j. Also,

RFU, RF�, and RFE are the purely configuration dependent

resistance tensors that relate the force to the velocity, angular

velocity and strain rate, respectively. The expression for fij
h

�Eq. �57�� may be continued to any order in the gradient of

�u�. For the sake of compactness, we write Eq. �57� as

fi
h = �

j

fij
h �58�

where

fij
h � Rij

FU · �u j − �u� j� + Rij
F� · �� j − ��� j� + Rij

FE:�− �e� j�

+ ¯ . �59�

Equation �58� does not imply pairwise additivity as it is nor-

mally understood, because �a� Rij
FU, Rij

F�, and Rij
FE depend not

only on the positions of particles i and j, but of all the par-

ticles in the system, �b� fij
h is in general not related to f ji

h, and

�c� fii
h�0, as the motion of a particle relative to the suspen-

sion around it causes a hydrodynamic force on itself. Never-

theless, Eq. �59� is a unique partition of the net force on a

particle into pairwise components. We emphasize that the

actual hydrodynamic force does not act at a distance, but on

the surface of each particle. However, it is convenient to

think of it as the sum of the interaction forces fij
h; moreover,

such a representation arises naturally in the microhydrody-

namic analysis of Stokesian suspensions, as a result of the

linearity of Stokes equations.
32

The hydrodynamic force may now be written as

n�f h�p = �
i

gi fii
h + �

i

gi�
j�i

fij
h . �60�

Following the procedure for the determination of �f c�p and

�f ip�p in §IIIA, we subtract the double sum �i� j�igij
m fij

h from

the right-hand side of Eq. �60�, where gij
m�g�x ,yij

m�, and

yij
m� � 1

2
��yi+y j�. However, this double sum does not vanish

identically, as fij
h�−f ji

h, and hence we also add the same. The

result is

n�f h�p = �
i

gi fii
h + �

i

�
j�i

gi fij
h − �

i

�
j�i

gij
m fij

h

+ �
i

�
j�i

gij
m fij

h = �
i

gi fii
h + �

i

�
j�i

gij
m fij

h

+ �
i

�
j�i

�gi − gij
m�fij

h �61�

Substituting the Taylor expansion of gij
m about gi in Eq. �61�,

and using Eq. �6�, we finally get

n�f h�p = n�f h�drag + � · �n��h�p� , �62�

where �f h�drag is the volume-averaged interphase drag, given

by

n�f h�drag = �
i

gi fii
h + �

i

�
j�i

gij
m fij

h , �63�

and ��h�p is the particle phase hydrodynamic stress, given by

n��h�p = �
i

gi�
j

�yij
m − yi�fij

h −
1

2
� · �

i

gi�
j

�yij
m − yi�

��yij
m − yi�fij

h + ¯ . �64�

In terms of the resistance functions, these relations take

the form

n�f h�drag = �
i

�
j

gij
m�Rij

FU · �u j − �u� j� + Rij
F� · �� j − ��� j�

− Rij
FE:�e� j + ¯� �65�

and

n��h�p = �
i

gi�
j

�yij
m − yi��Rij

FU · �u j − �u� j� + Rij
F�

· �� j − ��� j� − Rij
FE:�e� j + ¯�

−
1

2
� · �

i

gi�
j

�yij
m − yi��yij

m − yi�

��Rij
FU · �u j − �u� j� + Rij

F� · �� j − ��� j�

− Rij
FE:�e� j + ¯� + ¯ . �66�

The expansions for �f h�p and ��h�p may be continued to any

order in a /L and � /L by retaining sufficient number of terms

in Eq. �57� and the Taylor expansion for gij
m �see Eq. �51��.

The leading terms that are not given explicitly in Eqs. �65�
and �66� are smaller by O�a /L� and O�� /L�, respectively,

than the smallest terms that are explicitly quoted. At high

particle concentrations, the particles are near contact, and

lubrication forces dominate. In such situations, yij
m�y ji

c , and

the particle phase stress resembles the contact stress. How-

ever, there exists a volume-averaged interphase drag, of

which there is no equivalent for contact forces.

As a consequence of Eqs. �52� and �62�, the momentum

balance for the particle phase in a Stokesian suspension Eq.

�46� assumes the form
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0 = nv
p�bext�p + n�f h�drag + � · �n���p� , �67�

where ���p���h�p+ ��c�p+ ��ip�p. The interphase drag

�f h�drag is given by Eq. �65�, the hydrodynamic stress ��h�p

by Eq. �64�, the contact stress ��c�p by Eq. �53�, and the

stress due to interparticle forces ��ip�p by Eq. �55�. Thus, we

see that a well-defined particle phase stress exists. While the

particle phase stress has hydrodynamic, contact, and inter-

particle force contributions, the interphase drag is purely hy-

drodynamic.

IV. DISCUSSION

Comparison of the momentum balances for the particle

phase Eq. �67� and the entire suspension Eq. �40� makes it

clear that the surface traction due to particle contact makes

identical contributions to the suspension and particle phase

stresses, but the contributions of the fluid traction to the two

stresses are quite different. The hydrodynamic part of ���s

arises from moments of the fluid traction about the particle

center, while the hydrodynamic part of ���p arises from mo-

ments of the hydrodynamic interaction forces about the par-

ticle center �with the interaction forces treated as acting at

the midpoint of the separation between the particles�. Thus,

the micromechanical origin of the two contributions are dis-

tinct. At the lowest order in �a /L�, the hydrodynamic contri-

bution to ���s is n�S̄h�p, as shown by Batchelor,
3

while the

hydrodynamic contribution to ���p is �i,jgi�yij
m−yi�fij

h.

From Eqs. �63� and �64�, it is clear that ��h�p arises

solely from the hydrodynamic interactions between particles,

but �f h�drag can exist even in the absence of interactions.

When hydrodynamic interactions are present, the relation for

�f h�drag is more complex than what intuition suggests: it is

not simply the average of the hydrodynamic forces on the

particles due to their own motion relative to the suspension,

but also involves the hydrodynamic interaction forces be-

tween the particles. We emphasize that the relations for ��p�,

���p, and �f h�drag given in this paper are averages over par-

ticles and pairs of particles of micromechanical quantities. To

achieve closure of the continuum equations, the averages of

the micromechanical quantities must yield relations which

are posed in terms of macroscopic averages of the kinematic

variables. This can be accomplished by theoretical analysis

for dilute suspensions, and by Stokesian Dynamics

simulation
30,31

for arbitrary concentrations. Our relations for

�f h�drag and ���p will help in evaluating phenomenological

models, such as the one advanced by Lhuillier.
10

A notable point is that though the expressions for the

interphase drag and hydrodynamic part of the particle phase

stress in Eqs. �65� and �66� hold only for suspensions of rigid

particles in Stokes flow, the validity of the expressions in

Eqs. �63� and �64� is more general. This has the important

proviso that a unique partition of the net hydrodynamic force

on each particle into pairwise components, as in Eq. �58�, is

possible. The linearity of Stokes equations results in a unique

partitioning; perhaps it is also possible in other situations.

In the absence of nonhydrodynamic interparticle forces,

it is clearly of interest to determine if particle migration is

indeed caused by the particle phase stress, as proposed by the

SBM. If we suppose, as indicated by experiment and simu-

lations on viscometric flows, that the driving force for mi-

gration is proportional to the gradient of the strain rate, ��e�,
it is not immediately clear from the forms of �f h�drag and

� · �n��h�p� as to which drives migration—the expressions

for both can have terms proportional to ��e� if they are

continued to sufficiently high order in a /L and � /L. How-

ever, such a term occurs at O�a2
/L2� in �f h�drag, and at

O�a� /L2� in � · �n��h�p�, when compared to the leading term

in �f h�p. Hence, if the separation of scales �Eq. �9�� holds, the

latter is of greater magnitude, and will therefore be primarily

responsible for particle migration. The above is not a rigor-

ous argument, because it ignores factors such as the devel-

opment of an anisotropic microstructure, which may impact

the two terms differently. A proper investigation of the forms

of �f h�drag and ���p is necessary, but we may state with con-

fidence that a term of the form fd���� /a2��u�p− �u��, which

is conventionally given for the interphase drag, is part of

n�f h�drag.

It is useful to relax our definition of Stokesian suspen-

sions by removing the restriction that the Péclet number be

large, and ask how Brownian motion affects the stresses of

the solid/particle and fluid phases. The Brownian contribu-

tion to the stress in a sheared suspension has been considered

by several authors, but the study whose results can be di-

rectly used by us is that of Brady.
17

He showed that there are

two direct Brownian contributions to the suspension stress,

namely the isotropic kinetic contribution −nkTI, and the con-

tribution n�SB� due to the stresslets that are induced on the

particles in response to their Brownian motion. Brady

showed that n�SB�=−nkT��c · �RSU · �RFU�−1�� where �c is

the configurational gradient, and is contracted with the last

index of �RFU�−1. But regardless of the relation for n�SB�, we

have shown that the stresslet contributes only to the fluid

phase stress, not to the solid �or particle� phase stress; hence

n�SB� is the direct Brownian contribution to the fluid phase

stress. The isotropic part −nkTI comes from the thermal mo-

tion of the particles, and is therefore a part of the particle

phase stress. Some previous studies
33,34

that considered the

influence of Brownian motion on particle migration have

added the entire direct Brownian stress to the particle phase

stress; from the arguments advanced above, this appears to

be incorrect.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The central thesis of the suspension balance model, pro-

posed by Nott and Brady,
2

is that particle migration in Stoke-

sian suspensions is driven by the divergence of the particle

phase stress ���p. They equated this stress to the “particle

stress” ��p�, defined by Batchelor
3

as the particle contribu-

tion to the suspension stress. On the other hand, the equa-

tions of motion for two-phase flows developed in numerous

studies
4,7,9

show clearly that the volume-averaged �or

ensemble-averaged� momentum balance for the particle

phase has only a force �f�p—the “particle stress” ��p� plays

no role in this equation. This discrepancy went unnoticed,

until it was pointed out recently by Lhuillier.
10
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In this paper we reaffirm the observation of Lhuillier.
10

However, we have shown that the hydrodynamic part of the

particle phase force �f h�p can, and indeed should, be written

as the sum of an interphase drag �f h�drag and the divergence

of a hydrodynamic stress n��h�p. This partitioning of �f h�p is

not arbitrary, but arises naturally; the method used is the

exact analog of the derivation of the stress due to any pair-

wise additive nonhydrodynamic force. Thus, though the sus-

pension balance model errs in equating the particle phase

stress to the particle contribution to the suspension stress, its

form is correct. By a rigorous volume averaging procedure,

we have determined exact micromechanical relations for the

drag �f h�drag and the hydrodynamic particle phase stress

��h�p. This stress differs fundamentally from the particle

contribution to the hydrodynamic part of the suspension

stress �h�p�: the latter is related to the moments of the fluid

traction on the surface of the particles about their centers

�such as the stresslet�, while the former is related to the mo-

ments of the hydrodynamic interaction forces between par-

ticles about their centers, with the interaction forces treated

as acting at the midpoint of the separation between the par-

ticles. The drag force too is more complicated than what

intuition suggests: it is not simply the average force on the

particles due to their motion relative to the suspension, but

also involves the hydrodynamic interaction forces. We show

by an order of magnitude estimate that particle migration is

likely to be driven by the divergence of the particle phase

stress ��h�p; however a thorough investigation of the inter-

phase force �f h�drag and the particle phase stress ��h�p, either

by analytical calculation or by Stokesian Dynamics simula-

tion, is necessary to make a definitive statement.

Despite the aforementioned flaws, many studies
19–21,24

have used the suspension balance model with success to cap-

ture the observed features of particle migration in many

simple flows. This suggests that the phenomenological form

of �h�p� assumed in these studies may be qualitatively similar

to that of the particle phase stress. In this paper, we have

given micromechanical relations for �f h�drag and ��h�p—it

remains to achieve closure by deriving relations for them in

terms of volume-averaged kinematic quantities, such as the

average velocities and of the suspension and the particle

phase and their frame-invariant gradients.

Particle migration could also be driven by the divergence

of the particle phase contact stress ��c�p �called the Irving–

Kirwood stress by Lhuillier
10�. Unlike the hydrodynamic part

of the particle phase stress ��h�p, the contact stress contrib-

utes also to the suspension stress ���. We expect ��c�p to

increase rapidly with increasing �; hence it may well be one

of the causes of particle migration in concentrated suspen-

sions.

Our paper has some implications for the interpretation of

rheological data on Stokesian suspensions. Many previous

studies have determined the particle phase pressure by equat-

ing it to the isotropic part of the ��p� 12–15
— in light of our

results, this is incorrect. Indeed, the particle phase pressure,

or for that matter any component of the particle phase stress

tensor, cannot be determined directly from rheological mea-

surements of the suspension.
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APPENDIX A: VOLUME-AVERAGED MOMENTUM
BALANCES INCLUDING INERTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Here we derive the complete volume-averaged momen-

tum balances, including the effects of particle and fluid iner-

tia. The suspension momentum balance is obtained by mul-

tiplying Eq. �17� by g and integrating over the entire volume,

� g�
D̂u

D̂t
dV =� g�̂ · � dV +� gb dV . �A1�

The left hand side may be simplified using Eq. �16�, to yield

�

�t
� g�u dV +� �̂ · �g�uu� dV −� �uu · �̂g dV . �A2�

The second term vanishes on application of the divergence

theorem and using Eq. �7�. Using Eq. �6�, Eq. �A2� reduces

to

�

�t
��u� + � · ��uu� . �A3�

The integration of the right-hand side proceeds in the same

manner as in §II; combining Eq. �A3� with the right-hand

side of Eq. �29�, the volume-averaged suspension momentum

balance with allowance for inertia is

�

�t
��u� + � · ��uu� = � · ��1 − �����f + ����s� + �b� .

�A4�

The expressions for the fluid and solid phase stresses are

given in Eqs. �30� and �32�, respectively, which are

�1 − �����f = − �1 − ���p�fI + 2� �e� , �A5�

and

����s = �
i

gi�
Vi

� dV − � · �
i

gi�
Vi

y�� dV + ¯ .

�A6�

As in §II, we transform every term in Eq. �A6� using Eqs.

�33� and �B5� to bring them to a more useful form. Inertia

has no direct effect on the surface integrals in the trans-

formed relation, but alters the volume integrals when we

substitute �̂ ·�=�D̂u / D̂t−b. The pointwise velocity in a

rigid particle is u=ui+�i�r, where ui and �i are the trans-

lational and angular velocities, respectively, of its center. As

a result, D̂u / D̂t= u̇i+�̇i�y�+�i�i ·y�−�i ·�iy�, and hence

the first term in Eq. �A6� takes the form
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�
i

gi�
Vi

� dV = �
i

gi�
Si

y�n · � dS

− �
i

gi�
Vi

y����u̇i − b�

+ ���̇i � y� + �i�i · y� − �i · �iy��� dV .

�A7�

Substituting Eq. �A7� and the similarly simplified higher-

order terms in Eq. �A6�, we get

����s = �
i

gi Si −
1

2
� · �

i

gi Qi + ¯

+ �
i

gi��
Vi

y���u̇i − b� dV +
I

2
�−  · �̇i + �i · �iI

− �i�i�� +
1

2
� · ��

i

gi�
Vi

y�y���u̇i − b� dV�
+ ¯ , �A8�

where I� � 2

5
��p

v
pa2 is the moment of inertia of the spherical

particles, and we have followed the notation for the surface

moments defined in Eq. �36�. In Eq. �A8�, the terms in the

first line arise from the moments of the surface traction,

namely the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. �34� and

the first term in Eq. �B5�; the subsequent terms arise from the

volume moments of the inertia and body forces, namely the

second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. �34� and the sec-

ond term in Eq. �B5�. Decomposing the body force density in

particle i as the sum of its mean bi and a deviation b�, and

using of the equations of linear and angular momentum for

the particle,

mu̇i = fi + biv
p, I�̇i = − :�

Si

y��n · �� dS + �i, �A9�

where �i is the net external torque on particle i, Eq. �A8� may

be simplified to

����s = �
i

gi�S̄i −
1

2
 · �i +

1

2
I��i · �iI − �i�i�

+ �
Vi

y�b� dV� −
1

2
� · �

i

gi�Qi −
1

5
v

pa2Ifi

+ �
Vi

y�y�b� dV� + ¯ . �A10�

In the derivation of Eqs. �A8� and �A10�, we have used the

identities �Vi
y� dV=0 and �Vi

y�y�� dV= � 1

5
��p

v
pa2I.

Substituting Eqs. �A5� and �A10� in Eq. �A4�, the mo-

mentum balance for the suspension takes the form

�

�t
�����u�m� + � · �����u�m�u�m�

= �b� − ���1 − ���p�f� + 2� � · �e� + � · �����s

+ ��u�u��� . �A11�

where �u�m is the mass-averaged suspension velocity, defined

in Eq. �25�, and u��u− �u�m is the deviation of the local

velocity from �u�m. The sum of ����s and the Reynolds’s

stress ��u�u�� is the “particle stress” ��p�, introduced by

Batchelor
3

as the particle contribution to the suspension

stress.

Next, we determine the momentum balance for the solid

phase by multiplying Eq. �17� by �g and integrating over the

entire volume. Using Eqs. �3�, �4�, and �16�, and employing

the same manipulations as in Eq. �A2�, we get

�p
�

�t
���u�s� + �p � · ���uu�s�

= � · �����s� + �
i

�
Si

n · �g dS + ��b�s. �A12�

To evaluate the integral in Eq. �A12�, we substitute the

Taylor expansion of g from Eq. �31�; the result is

�
i

�
Si

n · �g dS = �
i

gi fi − � · �
i

gi Si

+
1

2
� �:�

i

gi Qi¯ �A13�

On substituting in Eq. �A12� the expansions for � · �����s�
from Eq. �A8� and �i�Si

n ·�g dS from Eq. �A13�, it is im-

mediately clear that all the terms in the latter, except the first,

are cancelled by the terms in the first line of the former. With

the cancellations, the solid phase momentum balance reduces

to

�p
�

�t
���u�s� + �p � · ���uu�s�

= ��b�s + �
i

gi fi + � · 	�
i

gi��
Vi

y�b� dV

+
I

2
�−  · �̇i + �i · �iI − �i�i��

+
1

2
� · �

i

gi�
Vi

y�y���u̇i − b� dV + ¯
 . �A14�

Though Eq. �A14� is adequate, it can be simplified consider-

ably in the following way. As noted earlier in this section, the

terms within the square brackets are volume moments about

the particle centers of �Du /Dt−b, starting from the first mo-

ment. The left hand side of Eq. �A14� and the body force

��b�s may also be written as the sum of moments, by replac-

ing g with its Taylor expansion Eq. �31�. We then find that all

moments, except the zeroth, of the left hand side and the

body force cancel exactly with the terms within the square

brackets of Eq. �A14�, yielding
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�p
v

p
�

�t��i

gi ui� + �p
v

p � · ��
i

gi uiui�
= v

p�
i

gi bi + �
i

gi fi. �A15�

Decomposing v
pbi into an external body force v

pbi
ext and an

‘action at a distance’ interparticle force fi
ip, and recognizing

that every term in this equation is a particle phase average

�defined in Eq. �15��, we get

�p
v

p� �

�t
�n�u�p� + � · �n�uu�p�� = nv

p�bext�p + n�f�p.

�A16�

This is clearly the momentum balance for the particle phase,

as the left hand side is the average rate of change of momen-

tum of the particle phase. As we have shown above, it is

simply another form of the momentum balance for the solid

phase Eq. �A14�.

APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATION OF VOLUME
INTEGRALS OF THE STRESS MOMENTS

As we are interested in the divergence of ����s and not

the stress itself, we consider the divergence of the nth term

�n�1� in the right-hand side of Eq. �32�. The manipulations

are greatly eased by adopting the index notation, with the

Einstein convention of summing over repeated indices. The

nth term then is

�− 1��n−1�

�n − 1�!
�p1

�p2
¯ �pn−1

�pn
�

i

gi�
Vi

yp1
� yp2

� ¯ ypn−1
� �pnq dV ,

�B1�

where we have used the notation �k�� /�xk. To bring this to

the desired form, we rewrite the integrand as

�
r=1

n−1

ypr
� �pnq =

1

n��
m=1

n

�pmq �
r=1

r�m

n

ypr
�

+ �
m=1

n−1

�ypm
� �pnq − ypn

� �pmq� �
r=1

r�m

n−1

ypr
� � . �B2�

Notice that each term in the second sum on the right-hand

side of Eq. �B2�� is antisymmetric in the indices pm , pn.

Hence the integral too is antisymmetric in these indices, and

will vanish upon the operation �pm
�pn

. As a result, only the

terms in the first sum of Eq. �B2� are of consequence; this

sum may be written as

�
m=1

n

�pmq �
r=1

r�m

n

ypr
� = �m��

r=1

n

ypr
� �mq� − �

r=1

n

ypr
� �m�mq �B3�

The expression in Eq. �B1� then takes the form

−
�− 1�n

n!
�p1

�p2
¯ �pn−1

�pn
�

i

gi�
Vi

���m��
r=1

n

ypr
� �mq� − �

r=1

n

ypr
� �m�mq� dV �B4�

The integral of the first term in the square brackets in Eq.

�B4� reduces to a surface integral over Si, by the divergence

theorem. For the second term, we substitute for �k�kq from

Eq. �17�, and write the integral as a volume moment of the

force on the particle, including inertia. The above expression

thus reduces to

−
�− 1�n

n!
�p1

¯ �pn
�

i

gi��
Si

yp1
� ¯ ypn

� nk�kq dS

− �
Vi

yp1
� ¯ ypn

� ��
Duq

Dt
− bq� dV� , �B5�

which is the desired transformation of Eq. �B1�. Prosperetti
8

derived it for n=3, and stated that the result could be gener-

alized for larger n. Our derivation is for arbitrary n.
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